Abstract
Introduction
Traditional proportional guidance law is defined that the los rate is in proportion to tiltangle of missile trajectory. The command acceleration is applied at vertical sight. We get this optimal control guidance law on the condition that assuming the velocity of missile and target is a constant and low maneuverability target [1] [2] [3] [4] .But to the intercepting maneuverable targets, the traditional proportional guidance law is unsatisfying and overload demand of acceleration command is not low enough. In order to adapt to the complex combat circumstance, the development and application of a new guidance law which is adapt to intercept high maneuverability target is a urgent task [5] [6] [7] [8] . In this paper an extended proportional guidance law is designed based on the traditional dynamic differential equation, and this improved performance is for maneuvering targets, analyzing the affect of normal overload and trajectory curvature by extended proportional guidance law.
Construct Relative Motion Equation of Extended Proportional Guidance Law
In the result of some development, the differential equations [9] [10] [11] 0 r fr gr    (1) r and g is the scalar function  in the polar coordinates of ellipse plane. (2) can be converted [12] [13] 
In Figure 1 
Eq.(16) is a guidance law which base on the traditional dynamic differential equations about angular velocity of missile relative velocity and line-of-sight target. This formula is called extended proportional guidance law. This guidance law can be used without restriction about the motion of missile and target, and it should be allowed a missile using the guidance law to attack any high speed and maneuvering target in theory. But the classical proportional guidance law cannot reach.
Simulative and Analyses Orbital Transfer Motion of Target
In the procedure of simulation, to take target after perception of danger distance on the vertical plane taking sinusoidal transfer motion for an example, use the MATLAB tools to get the trajectory simulation of the extended proportional guidance law, taking simulative parameters: missile velocity is In Figure 3 , when the magnitude of target transfer motion is changed to 500m, compared with Figure 2 , the winding level of trajectory front is larger. And it also leads to larger normal overload, but trajectory doesn't have changed so much with the distance making short when The Figure 4 is the function of extended proportional guidance law after perception of danger distance, and it is tending towards stability before transfer motion. So we can get that the target can adjust itself follow the target transfer motion when the target takes sinusoidal orbital transfer motion using extended proportional guidance law. It can be corrected itself follow the trajectory angle and target line angle alteration. Figure 5 is the normal overload curve of taking sinusoidal orbital transfer motion as target perception of danger distance, because the initial configuration result in the normal overload is instable at the initial stage, as the time goes by tracking the target, the normal overload tends to zero gradually. In the case of short distance between target and missile, normal overload is also tends to stable. And it isn't affected by transfer motion of target, so it may attack the target effectively and not be affected by the transfer motion of target. Finally we can get the right normal overload under the adjustment of itself.
Figure 4. Extended Proportional Guidance Law Coefficient by Taking
Sinusoidal Transfer Motion Figure 6 shows the comparison of trajectory tracks of extended proportional guidance law and classical proportional guidance law when target random takes sinusoidal transfer motion with perception of danger distance 5000m, and the amplitude of the sinusoidal transfer motion for target is A=400m. We may assume the velocity of missile m 800m/s V  , the Figure 6 . When trajectories maintain doesn't have perception of transfer motion, the target could not track wonderful by the classical proportional guidance law after perception of transfer motion. As the trajectory fluctuates, bending level of trajectory enlarges when the distance between target and missile is shorten. The extended proportional guidance law has good track performance, and trajectories are smoothly and stably.
Changing the velocity of missile is m 1000m/s V 
, and the velocity of target is t 600m/s V  , and the amplitude of the sinusoidal transfer motion for target is also 400m. Figure 6 (b) is the tracking trajectory of extended proportional guidance law and classical proportional guidance law. We can know that the advantage of classical proportional guidance law is time shortage for attack on target. It results in instable system by enlarge bending level of trajectory suddenly. 
Relative Motion Equation
The relative motion equation between the Missile and target can be written as We set K=5 and p=2, then substitute them into equation (22), and we can get is determined by the coefficient K and the velocity ratio p. The variation trend is shown in Figure 7 . The curves from the top to bottom in Figure  7represent the relationship between the maximum rotation angle and the K value when p = 1.5, p = 2, p = 3 and p = 4. According to the Figure 7 , the maximum rotation angle of the target line is decreasing with the increasing velocity ratio p, and the increasing coefficient K. Take the derivative of the second equation in equations (17) in terms of time on both sides. We get
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Substitute it into equation (23), we get ) )( 2 cos (
We set the simulation time step to T and establish the Cartesian coordinate system. We set the initial position of the missile to be the origin and put the missile and the target in the same plane 
B Effect of Proportional Coefficient
We generated the simulation with the initial value As the value of K becomes larger, the guidance trajectory becomes straighter. According to the Figure 8 , if the K value is relative small, the hitting time is shorter. If the K value is relative larger, the change rate of trajectory and the necessary normal overload become smaller. The relationship between the K value and encountering time is shown in Table 1 .
According to the Table 1 : When the K value has increased to a certain value, the t is not going to decrease but increase, and the trajectory is straighter.
In general, the K value should be in the range from 3 to 6. The K value should not only be based on the velocity of the target, but also the firing range. In order to maximum the maneuvering capability of the missile, we need to curve the forepart of the trajectory to enhance the maneuvering capability of the missile. The posterior segment of the trajectory needs to be relatively flat. By selecting the parameters properly, we can ensure the necessary Copyright ⓒ 2014 SERSC over-load is always less than the useable over-load. Therefore, a comprehensive attack can be finished.
C Effect of the Angle
The normal over-load changes as the line-of-sight angular velocity changing since the normal over-load is directly affected by the line-of-sight angular velocity. We assume K = 5 and take the line-of-sight of the target as the reference, the angle between the flight direction of the missile and the reference is represented by m . The normal over-load directly affects the change rate of the trajectory. The greater the necessary normal over-load is, the faster the deflection of the trajectory is.
In some defined range, when m V increases, the encountering time t decreases; when K increases, t decreases slowly. The velocity of missile m V has a stronger effect on t. when m V increases, the trajectory curvature  decreases; while as the t V increasing,  increases and the trajectory become more bending. The force and the resulting acceleration during the flight of the missile can be measured by over-load. The so-called over-load n refers to ratio between the resultant force of all the external forces except gravity N (control force) and the weight G of the missile. Over-load is a vector which has the same direction as the control force N. The projection of the over-load vector in the direction perpendicular to the velocity is called normal over-load . Figure 10 shows the relationship between normal over-load and the time t for different values of the proportional coefficient K. According to the figure 4, the greater the guidance coefficient K is, the greater amplitude of the vibration of the over-load is, the earlier the appearance of the vibration is and the longer the hitting time is. When K = 3 and the missile is approaching to the target, the appearance time of the vibration of the normal over-load reaches its maximum.
Conclusions
In this paper, based on the traditional dynamic differential equation, an extended proportional guidance law is presented. For the sinusoidal orbital transfer motion of target after perception of danger distance, the effect of normal overload and trajectory curvature is analyzed using the extended proportional guidance law by simulation. Compared with traditional PNG laws, simulation results show that the intercept of the target based on extended proportional guidance law under the proper random quantity, when the missile is in close proximity to the target the normal overload fluctuation is improved.
The results show that the curvature radius of the trajectory is strongly affected by the proportional guidance coefficient. If change rate of trajectory angle with t is small enough and the curvature radius is reasonable, the adaptability and stability of the trajectory system will improve and the hitting accuracy will also be enhanced. Proportional navigation guidance law has a good performance with smaller instruction over-load and smaller variation range of the attack angle. However, the disadvantage of the proportional navigation guidance law is that the necessary normal over-load is strongly affected by the direction of the velocity of the missile. Proportional navigation guidance law is closely related with trajectory properties, kinematic parameters and necessary normal over-load. In this simulation, we simplify the problem by ignoring the actual factors so that a certain level of error is expected. The situation in practical requires more in-depth analysis and research. 
